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FOO has emerged as a leading provider of mobile applications by constantly enhancing its expertise and adopting the latest technologies in the rapidly growing mobile space.

OUR MISSION:
Empower mobile users with apps they shall use today and everyday.
FOO’s mobile portfolio clearly reflects the five cornerstones — innovation, creativity, expertise, quality, and performance, our fundamental success drivers in securing an impressive presence in the mobile world.

To access our portfolio, please click on the following link: “www.foo.mobi/portfolio”.
Founded in 2009, we have been working with leading regional clients, providing worldwide projects and gaining multicultural experiences.

**Our Team**
Cross platform development with a team of:

- iOS Devs
- Windows Devs
- Blackberry Devs
- Android Devs
- Graphic designer
- Business Devs
- J2ME Devs
- Technical lead
- Qt Devs
- Appcelerator Devs

30+ Developers
OUR CLIENTS

NOKIA
LBC INTERNATIONAL
MBC
PROCTER AND GAMBLE
THE DAILY STAR

NAHARNET
NEW TV
TALACO
TIMEOUT MAGAZINE
BBC

REDBULL
AL AKHBAR
STC SAUDI
AL JOUMHOURIYA
AXEIN

ORBIT SHOWTIME
PROFESSIONAL SQUASH ASSOCIATION
TOUCH
HEINEKEN

AND MANY MORE
GAMES

Your innovative idea for a 2D/3D game can easily become a reality. No matter what material or concept you have in mind, our team of expert artists and developers will collaborate closely with you to ensure the best possible 2D/3D game is developed.

GAMES METHODOLOGY:

- Concept Creation
- Character & Backgrounds Design
- Levels Design
- Games Mechanics
OUR METHODOLOGY

In order to create lasting bonds, we must learn where our audience is headed and how we can meet them there. Insights become opportunities, opportunities become ideas, and ideas are engineered into the consumers’ daily lifestyle through their mobile phones.

OUR TECHNOLOGICAL PARTNERS

[Logos of Qualcomm, Nokia, Microsoft, Samsung, and BlackBerry]
HELP US DELIVER COLD BEER TO HEINEKEN’S 140TH BIRTHDAY PARTY & WIN 1 OF 140 FRIDGES!

LOADING...
Sabry Celebrates Crocodile Cup Success

Mazen Hesham Ga Sabry pulled off a dramatic title triumph in Hong Kong today when he beat Max Lee in the final.
Coffee Reader
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Take Photo

Choose from library

Learn how to tip your cup

Saved predictions

Make your pick

Tarroub / Age: 65
Just started fortune telling after her doctor at the retirement house told...

Retake

Done

Broken rim cup - divorced...
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